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Abstract

The numerical study of laminar forced convection inside double-flow solar air heater with electrohydrodynamic technique is

investigated by finite difference method. The electric field is generated by the wire electrodes charged with DC high voltage. The

mathematical modeling of computational fluid dynamics includes the interactions among electric field, flow field, and temperature field.

It can be perceived that augmented heat transfer with presence of an electric field increases with the supplied voltage but decreases with

the total mass flux. The optimized mass flux ratio is expressed incorporating with concerning parameter comprising of the electrode

arrangement, the number of electrodes, the total heat flux at an absorbing plate, and the channel geometry.

r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A flat plate solar air heater is equipment that converts
solar energy into heat for generating hot air. It consists of
one or more sheets of glass or transparent material situated
above an absorbing plate where the air is flowing either
over or under along the plate. To achieve a considerable
improvement in collector efficiency, some techniques to
extend the area of the absorbing plate or adjust the flow
configuration have been carried out. Satcunanathan and
Deonarine [1] constructed a two-pass air heater in which
the air flows through the glass pane before passing through
the blackened metal absorber plate. A set of performance
curves of the solar air heater with two-pass flow arrange-
ments were also developed by Wijeysundera et al. [2]. Yeh
et al. [3,4] investigated experimentally and theoretically
collector efficiency of double-flow solar air heaters. The
double-flow device creates the solar collector with double
heat transfer area between the absorbing plate and the
heated air; this advantage might compensate the heat loss
from the top thus high performance is obtained.
e front matter r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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The enhancement technique utilizing electrostatic force
generated from the polarization of dielectric fluid can be
one of the most promising methods among various active
techniques for enhancing the heat transfer between the
absorbing plate and the heated air with small consump-
tions of electrical power. This technique is frequently called
electrohydrodynamic (EHD) method of heat transfer,
which refers to the interdisciplinary field. There are some
studies relating to the EHD, for instances, Yabe et al. [5]
investigated the phenomenon of a corona wind between
wire and plate electrodes, which increases heat transfer at
the wall surface under natural convection. Velkoff and
Godfrey [6] indicated the heat transfer enhancement over a
horizontal flat plate with parallel wire electrodes. This
characteristic was confirmed again by Yamamoto and
Velkoff [7] who investigated the computational method in
electrostatic precipitator. Tada et al. [8] unveiled the
fundamental mechanism of heat transfer augmentation in
a two-dimensional rectangular duct. Kasayapanand et al.
[9] investigated the numerical results of the effect of
electrode arrangements in tube bank on the heat transfer
enhancement characteristics. Kasayapanand and Kiatsirir-
oat [10] conducted numerically augmented heat transfer
coefficient of air flow inside wavy channel with several
electrode arrangements. Recently, Kasayapanand and
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Nomenclature

cp specific heat, J/kgK
De charge diffusion coefficient, m2/V s
E electric field strength, V/m
FE electrohydrodynamic body force, N/m3

g acceleration due to gravity, m/s2

h heat transfer coefficient, W/m2K
H channel height, m
J current density, A/m2

k thermal conductivity, W/mK
L length of computational domain, m
m total mass flux, kg/s
n normal direction to the surface
Nu Nusselt number (with electric field)
Nu0 Nusselt number (without electric field)
P pressure, N/m2

Pr Prandtl number
Re Reynolds number
qc electric charge density, C/m3

q heat flux at an absorbing plate, W/m2

t time, s
T temperature, K
Ui inlet air velocity, m/s
v fluid velocity, m/s

V voltage, V

Greek symbols

a thermal diffusivity, m2/s
b volume expansion coefficient, 1/K
e fluid permittivity, F/m
Z thermal collector efficiency
m dynamic viscosity, kg/m s
n kinematic viscosity, m2/s
r density, kg/m3

se electrical conductivity, 1/ohmm
x vorticity, 1/s
c stream function, m2/s

Subscripts

0 at wire electrode
a ambient
g glass
L lower sub-channel
U upper sub-channel
m mean value
w wall surface
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Kiatsiriroat [11] studied numerically and experi-
mentally the optimum electrode arrangement of a single-
flow solar air heater. The heat rate could get more
heat nearly 100W at low Reynolds number and the
solar radiation around 900W/m2 while the electrical
power supply for the EHD was consumed only about
0.5W.

This numerical study conducts the mechanisms of EHD
by considering electrostatic forces exerting to an air flowing
inside the double-flow solar air heater configuration.
Two-dimensional governing equations of the EHD phe-
nomena and the corresponding boundary conditions are
formulated. The mathematical modeling has been carried
out to investigate the EHD enhanced flow and heat
transfer. The wire electrodes charged with DC high voltage
are placed perpendicular to the flow direction. The
interactions of electric field, flow field, and temperature
field are discussed in conjunction with the parameters
comprising of the total mass flux, the mass flux ratio, the
supplied voltage, the electrode arrangement, the number of
electrodes, the heat flux at an absorbing plate, and the
channel geometry.

2. Theoretical analysis

The governing equations for the EHD force per unit
volume FE generated by the electric field with strength
E in a fluid of dielectric permittivity e, electric
charge density qc, density r, and uniform temperature T
can be expressed as [12]

FE ¼ qcE �
1

2
E2r�þ

1

2
r E2 q�

qr

� �
T

r
� �

. (1)

The first term of the right is the Coulomb force exerted
by electric field upon the free charge or electrophoretic
component. The second and the third terms correspond to
the dielectrophoretic and electrostrictive forces on and
within the fluid. Eq. (1) is then included in the Navier–
Stokes equation, by assuming incompressible fluid, the
conservation of momentum is given by

r
dv

dt
¼ rgþ F E � rPþ mr2v. (2)

The vector rg is the gravitational force per unit volume,
P is the local fluid pressure and the last term in the right-
hand side of equation represents the viscous terms.
Introducing the vorticity x as

x ¼ r� v. (3)

To get the vorticity transport equation in two-dimen-
sional flow, the momentum equation can be rewritten in
terms of the vorticity defined above, so that

qx
qt
þ ðv � rÞx ¼ nr2x� gb

qT
qx
� ðE � rÞqc. (4)

The stream function (c) for two-dimensional problems is
defined such that

v ¼ r� ðcezÞ, (5)
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vorticity transport equation can be obtained from Eqs. (4)
and (5) further gives

r2c ¼ �x. (6)

The energy equation of this system, without viscous
dissipation effect, can be written as

dT

dt
¼ ar2T þ

seE2

rcp

. (7)

The above equations could be applied for the solar air
heater as shown in Fig. 1. The appropriate and sufficient
boundary conditions for the flow and the temperature
fields of the double-flow system as shown in Fig. 2 are
given by

x ¼ 0ðupperÞ; x ¼ 0; c ¼ HUi 1�
mU

mTotal

� �

þ
mU Ui

mTotal

2y

H
� 1

� �
; T ¼ Ti, ð8aÞ

x ¼ 0ðlowerÞ; x ¼ 0; c ¼ 2yUi 1�
mU

mTotal

� �
; T¼Ti,

(8b)

x ¼ L;
qo
qx
¼ 0;

qc
qx
¼ 0;

q2T
qx2
¼ 0, (8c)

y ¼ 0; x ¼ �
q2c
qy2

; c ¼ 0;
qT

qy
¼ 0, (8d)

y ¼
H

2
ðupperÞ; o ¼ �

q2c
qy2

,

c ¼ HUi 1�
mU

mTotal

� �
; �k

qT

qy
¼ qU , ð8eÞ
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H

2
ðlowerÞ; x ¼ �

q2c
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,
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mU
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� �
; k

qT

qy
¼ qL, ð8fÞ

y ¼ H; x ¼ �
q2c
qy2

; c ¼ UiH; T ¼ Tg, (8g)

at the channel exit, the gradients of stream function,
vorticity, and heat flux are set to zero. In addition to the
conditions above, a uniform flow is specified at the inlet
boundary as well as the non-slip and the constant
summation of heat flux (qU+qL) conditions are employed
along the absorbing plate.
Maxwell equations for the electric field corresponding to

the setup are as follows:

r � �E ¼ qc, (9)

the electric field strength E is given by

E ¼ �rV . (10)

As the current is conserved over the domain of
calculation, the current continuity equation is represented
as

r � J þ
qqc

qt
¼ 0, (11)

where the current density J is given by

J ¼ qcvþ seE þ ðv � rÞð�EÞ �Derqc. (12)

Combining Eqs. (9)–(12), one can obtain

r2V ¼ �
qc

�
, (13)

q2
c ¼ �ðE � rqcÞ. (14)
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Fig. 2. Computational domain and boundary conditions of double-flow solar air heater.
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The boundary conditions required for solving Eqs. (13)
and (14) are

V ¼ V0; at the wire electrodes, (15a)

V ¼ 0; along the wall surface. (15b)

In terms of heat transmission characteristic, the local
heat transfer coefficient in term of the local Nusselt number
of laminar sublayer near the surface is simply given by

Nux ¼
2Hh

H þ 2ð Þk
¼

2HðqT=qnÞ

H þ 2ð ÞðTw � TmÞ
, (16)

Average heat transfer coefficient along the horizontal
surface of channel can be determined such that

Nu ¼
2H

ðH þ 2ÞL

Z L

0

ðqT=qnÞ

ðTw � TmÞ
dx. (17)

The collector efficiency in this study is calculated from
the heat rate absorbed by the air flow divided by the heat
absorbed at an absorber plate.

3. Methodology

The schematic sketch of an EHD solar air heater
apparatus is represented in Fig. 1. An absorbing plate
divides the air duct into two equivalent channels. The
configuration of air flow in the solar air heater considered
in this simulation study is double-flow which the air is
flowing over and under the absorbing plate. The effect of
EHD on heat transfer enhancement of the solar air heater
with this flow configuration is considered to determine the
optimized mass flux ratio of various operating conditions.
The illustration of computational domain and boundary
conditions of double-flow configuration is shown in Fig. 2.
The solar air heater dimensions comprise L ¼ 2:00 and
H ¼ 0:10m. The absorbing plate is maintained at a
uniform heat flux between 200 and 1000W/m2 (assuming
that channel width is 1m). The upper plate which is a glass
pane has a uniform temperature of Tg ¼ 300K and the
lower plate which is the collector casing is insulated, all of
the plates are electrically grounded. Air at a uniform
velocity Ui and temperature Ti ¼ 300K is introduced at the
inlet. All electrode arrangements are installed at the middle
position of the channels. The side loss is assumed to be
negligible.
This study conducts grid generation method to convert

the physical plane in Cartesian coordinates (x, y) into the
computational plane in curvilinear coordinates (x, Z) by
Poisson’s equation. The example of two types of mesh
arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 3. For an electric field
calculation as shown in Fig. 3(a), the first radial discrete
value is computed using geometrical progression to allow
high nodal density near the wire and the remaining region
being subdivided into equispaced nodes. For greater
distance from the wire, the circular symmetry changes
gradually and fits into Cartesian reference at the grounded
plates and the symmetrical axes between electrodes. The
obtained electric charge and electric potential distributions
are mapping into computational fluid dynamics grid
arrangement for calculate the velocity and temperature
fields in Fig. 3(b). All equations are non-dimensionalized
and the numerical calculation could be carried out with the
computational grids (1601� 81) and a non-dimensional
time step of 1� 10�4 to ensure the numerical stability and
accuracy. Since the radius of the wire electrode
(1� 10�4m) is sufficiently small in the comparison to the
grid spacing. Therefore, it is allowable to treat the wire as a
nodal point. Several models have been proposed for the
calculation of the electric field and charge density distribu-
tion in a wire–plate precipitation system using finite
difference method [13–15]. The detail of the calculation
procedure is as follows: Firstly, we assume qc0 at the wire
electrode according to the semi-empirical formula by Peek
[16]. The electric potential and electric charge density
distribution are obtained responding to Eqs. (13) and (14)
by upwind difference schemes and successive under
relaxation method. The obtained values are employed to
calculate electric current density at the grounded plate and
compared to the initial value until convergence. Embarking
an upwind difference scheme on velocity field at all nodes,
the vorticity at each time step is hence obtained from
Eq. (4), in accordance with the electric field and the stream
function obtained from Eq. (6). The temperature field is
finally acquired from Eq. (7). The above mentioned
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Fig. 3. Grid generations.
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Fig. 4. Various categories of electrode arrangement.

Fig. 5. Stream function contours in the double-flow solar air heater

(V0 ¼ 17.5 kV, mTotal ¼ 7.49 kg/h, and mU/mTotal ¼ 50%).
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procedures are repeated until the convergence of stream
function and temperature are reached. The convergence
criterion is selected when the results are in steady state or
oscillatory state.
4. Results and discussion

For study the effect of EHD enhanced heat transfer in
double-flow operation, five categories of electrode arrange-
ment have been performed while the number of electrodes
is fixed at twenty. In case 1, the upper and the lower
channels each has 10 wire electrodes. Cases 2 and 3 have 20
electrodes installed only in one channel, upper and lower,
respectively. Cases 4 and 5 have unequal electrodes of
which the numbers are 15 and 5 in both channels. All the
cases, the distance between electrodes is uniformly dis-
tributed along the channel length in the small scale of
channel length (L ¼ 0:75 and H ¼ 0:10m). Fig. 4 investi-
gates the EHD applying with the electrode arrangements in
cases 1–5 which have the same mass flux (Re ¼ 100 based
on characteristic length of 4� cross-sectional area/
perimeter in both sub-channels or mTotal ¼ 7.49 kg/h).
The stream lines of these categories are shown in Fig. 5.
In case 1, there is a set of rotating cellular motions at all
electrodes. Similarly results are found in cases 2 and 3 in
the channel that has electrodes. Since the number of
electrodes is rather high in these two cases, it is found that
there are many vortices around the electrodes and the flow
patterns are oscillating due to the high density of an electric
field. For the opposite channel that has no electrode, the
stream lines pattern is similarly to laminar flow in a
conduit. In cases 4 and 5, the effect of unequal electrode
density causes different numbers of vortices occurs along
both channels. It is found that the number of vortices
increases in relation with the number of electrodes.
Fig. 6 shows the temperature distributions of the

previous figure (q ¼ 1000W/m2). A comparison of the
collector efficiency of each category is investigated in
Fig. 7. The isotherm lines density over and under the
absorbing plate is found to be higher than the other cases
that causes highest heat transfer coefficient in case 1. Since
high heat transfer coefficient is obtained in the upper
channel, therefore, high heat loss also occurs at the glass
pane then the collector efficiency is not the highest. In cases
2 and 3, it is found that when the number of electrodes is
too high even though there is a good turbulent mixing, but
the flows are recirculating around the middle zone of the
heating plate then lower heat transfer rates are obtained
compared with the previous case. For case 2, when the flow
is recirculating in the upper channel there is a high heat loss
at the glass pane then the collector efficiency is the poorest.
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Fig. 6. Temperature distributions in the double-flow solar air heater

(V0 ¼ 17.5 kV, mTotal ¼ 7.49 kg/h, mU/mTotal ¼ 50%, and q ¼ 1000

W/m2).
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For case 3, poor heat transfer is obtained at the upper
channel that has no electrode thus the heat loss is also small
and the collector efficiency is highest. In case 4, the heat
transfer is rather poor in the lower channel due to the high
number of electrodes that generates a lot of recirculating
vortices, and in the upper channel the heat transfer to the
air is good that also conducts the heat loss to the glass
pane, therefore, the collector efficiency is less than those in
cases 1 and 3. In case 5, the efficiency slightly higher than
that in case 4 even there is a low heat loss at the upper
channel due to a lot of vortices formed by the high number
of electrodes and at the lower channel the heat transfer
from the absorber plate to the air is better. Fig. 8
demonstrates the augmented ratio of Nusselt number of
various Reynolds numbers and supplied voltages. Higher
the supplied voltage results in better heat transfer
improvement and the electric field can enhances heat
transfer significantly at low Reynolds number. For high
velocity, the primary forced convection dominates the heat
transfer. It can be noticed that when attention is brought
onto the extra received heat transfer of air per electrical
power consumption, it is found that this ratio is varied in
the range of 5–30 in this study which found to be very
profitable.
Fig. 9 conducts the stream function contours of double-

flow EHD solar air heater in case 3 of electrode
arrangement which has different numbers of electrodes
(this electrode arrangement performs the maximum ther-
mal efficiency from Fig. 7). It can be seen that the many
vortices occur around the wire electrodes at lower channel
when the number of electrodes is increased. Fig. 10 shows
the temperature distributions inside the solar air heater. It
can be observed that at N ¼ 18 (or ratio between distance
between wire electrodes and sub-channel height ¼ 1) has
highest temperature gradient at the absorbing plate, which
yields best performance for convective heat transfer.
Considerable more improvement in collector efficiency is
obtained by employing the optimum mass flux ratio
between upper and total (upper+lower). At the low mass
flux ratio, low mass flux at the upper channel leads to low
heat loss at the glass pane that cause high average outlet
temperature and high mass flux at the lower channel
perceives slightly high collector efficiency, which is
similarly to single-flow operation with air flow under an
absorbing plate. Nevertheless, while the mass flux ratio
increases, high heat loss occurs at the glass pane, but the
heat transfer received on the upper channel is augmented
while the lower channel is reduced. Therefore, the optimum
condition must be occurring between two extreme bound-
aries when the total mass flux is fixed. The numerical
results show that the optimum fraction of mass flow rate
ratio for maximum collector efficiency in non-EHD is
approximately to 0.5 for all operating conditions. It means
that in order to achieve the best thermal performance of a
double-flow solar air heater with non-EHD, in which the
cross-sectional areas of upper and lower channels are
equally constructed, the mass flow rates in both flow
channels must be kept the same. A non-qualitative
agreement is obtained between the EHD and Non-EHD
results. The maximum collector efficiency with EHD
(which has electrode arrangement in case 3) shifts into
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Fig. 9. Stream function contours of various number of electrodes (V0 ¼ 17.5 kV, mTotal ¼ 7.49 kg/h, and mU/mTotal ¼ 50%).
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Fig. 10. Isotherm lines of various number of electrodes (V0 ¼ 17.5 kV, mTotal ¼ 7.49 kg/hr, mU/mTotal ¼ 50%, and q ¼ 1000W/m2).
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the ratio less than 0.5 because the effect of placing
electrodes at the lower channel performs the better heat
transfer performance than the upper channel. Nevertheless,
the EHD and non-EHD values are approach to be
resembled at high mass flux because the effect of electric
field is dominated by the effect of inlet velocity.

The effect of number of electrodes is represented in
Fig. 11. Collector efficiency is significantly influenced with
the number of electrodes, the trend of curve increases
rapidly when the number is augmented and reaches the
maximum point at the optimum number of electrodes as
18, but reduces due to the heat trap effect from many
vortices as described in Fig. 4, when the number of
electrodes is too high. The reason of this phenomena can be
described by considering the ratio of distance between wire
electrodes and distance of sub-channel height, the max-
imum point occurs when this value immediately approach
one. The electric field from each wire electrode emanates
from a point charge symmetrically in all directions. Field
lines begin on positive (wire electrode) and end on negative
(grounded plate), they cannot simply terminate in compu-
tational domain. Thus, at this ratio, it may be advantage
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for polarization of ionic wind to the grounded plate. To
verify that heat transfer enhancement is not due to the
turbulent increment from the surface roughness of electro-
des, the numerical test is done by including the wire
electrodes that have diameter of 1� 10�4m (N ¼ 72 as
same as in Fig. 9(d)) into the computational domain
for non-EHD category and varying mTotal inside solar
air heater from 7.49 to 149.90 kg/h. It is found
that the increased collector efficiency in term of
(Zwith electrode–Zwithout electrode)100/Zwithout electrode is varied
between 0.07% and 0.22% at V 0 ¼ 0 kV, mU/mTotal

¼ 50 %, and q ¼ 1000W/m2. These simulation results of
non-EHD effect are also compared with the previous
experimental study [11] that agrees quite well. Moreover,
the effect of friction loss (from shear and normal forces)
increased due to the adding electrodes is also determined at
the same configuration. The calculated results show that
the augmented pressure drop between inlet and outlet is in
the range of 1.48–2.40% compared with those of no
electrode installed inside channel, which found to be
decline significantly because its area is small in a
comparison with the total wall area. Fig. 12 investigates
the effect of total mass flux to the collector efficiency. It can
be observed that at low mass flux has more augmented
ratio than high mass flux. Fig. 13 shows the effect of total
heat flux to the collector efficiency, the heat transfer
enhancement is more significant at lower heat flux. The
increase of absorbing plate heat flux causes the significant
resistance of the flow characteristic, thus EHD is
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dominated by primary flow in this phenomenon. Fig. 14
indicates the effect of channel height; more electric field
strength at low channel height yields high collector
efficiency. These simulation results of the optimum mass
flux ratio of electrode arrangement guarantee that the
suitable ratio is obtained between 20% and 30% for all
operating conditions. The thermal efficiency curves as a
function of the difference between outlet and ambient
temperature are finally represented in Figs. 15 and 16 that
confirm the previous results. It is in direct relation to the
efficiency and the mass flux that can be calculated based on
various inlet temperatures. When designing solar air
heater, it is often useful to know which temperature level
can be expected out of the collector.

5. Conclusion

The conclusions obtained are as follows:
The flow pattern of fluid flow is affected with the

supplied voltage. The enhancement of heat transfer
coefficient with the presence of an electric field increases
with the supplied voltage but decreases with the total mass
flux. Electrode installation at lower channel performs the
best collector performance for double-flow solar air heater.
The collector efficiency increases to the maximum at the
optimized number of electrodes, which has ratio between
electrode distance and sub-channel height at one.
A channel height also influences the collector efficiency,
lower height gives more strength to the electric field, which
results in better thermal performance. The optimum mass
flux ratio between upper and total is found to be
approximately between 20% and 30%.
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